
"Who, me? Hey, I got
into research for
______ and ______."

PICK 2

______ leads to great
______.

PICK 2

______! Huh! What is it
good for? Absolutely
______.

PICK 2

A recent study shows
researchers have 60%
more ______ after
______.

PICK 2

I added ______ to
______, and got more
collaborators.

PICK 2

I didn't submit ______,
and now I can't get
______.

PICK 2

I left ______ on the bus,
and now I haven't got
______.

PICK 2

I submitted to ______,
but all I had was
______.

PICK 2

Impact is the total of:
______ + ______.

PICK 2



 



In academia, the word
is that you can trade
______ for ______.

PICK 2

My funding came from
______ and they want
______.

PICK 2

My PI applied for
______, and all I got
was this lousy ______.

PICK 2

The only things certain
in this life are ______,
______ and taxes.

PICK 2

Name three things you
can publish in a
dataset.

PICK 3

DRAW 2

Name three things you
can find in a journal
article.

PICK 3

DRAW 2

To qualify for Gold
Open Access, I will
need ______, ______
and ______.

PICK 3

DRAW 2

"Do you expect me to
talk?" "No, Mr Bond - I
expect ______."

______: it's a scam!



 



Cleaning up ______
really improved my
researcher profile.

Does your library
provide training on
______? If not – ask!

How am I maintaining
my academic status?
______.

I checked my journal's
data policy, and I need
______.

I don't always obtain
the right consent, but
when I do, I'm ______.

I got 99 problems but
______ ain't one!

I lost my data and now I
can't get ______.

I owe it all to ______. If you wanna be the
best, and you wanna
beat the rest, Oo-ooh!
______'s what you
need.



 



I'm sorry, Professor, I
couldn't write that
paper because of
______.

My grant application
was rejected because
______.

My last paper looked
like it wouldn’t get
accepted, but I
managed to pull ______
out of the bag.

My paper has just been
accepted for the
International Journal of
______.

My publisher wants my
data, and I have ______.

One way to work out
your research metrics
score is to count up
______.

Publishing in ______
will get me more
citations.

Researchers really like
______.

The best thing I picked
up at a conference was
______.



 



The best way to gain
profile is to always
remember ______.

The fight-back against
______ starts here.

To me, the most
important element of
scholarly publishing is
______.

To get a permanent
contract, I will need
______.

What do subscription-
only journals prevent
me from doing?

What will always get
you a grant?

What’s holding me back
right now?

When attending a
conference, always talk
with ______.

Whose data are they
anyway?



 


